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Stability of Chiral Luttinger Liquids and Abelian Quantum Hall States
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A criterion is given for topological stability of Abelian quantum Hall states, and of Luttinger liquids
at the boundaries between such states; this suggests a selection rule on states in the quantum Hall
hierarchy theory. The linear response of Luttinger liquids to electromagnetic fields is described: the
Hall conductance is quantized, irrespective of whether edge modes propagate in different directions.

PACS numbers: 72.10.—d, 73.20.Dx

A key feature of the quantum Hall effect (QHE) is its
stability with respect to impurity potentials. A region of
incompressible quantum Hall Quid described by a simple
Laughlin state [1] has a current-carrying boundary where
gapless excitations can be made. The edge is gapless
because the current is carried by a single chiral "Luttinger
liquid" mode [2]: stability against impurity perturbations
may be associated with the maximal chirality of the edge.
In contrast to the case of a nonchiral Luttinger liquid
[3], there are no states of opposite chirality, so there is
no backscattering (which can drive a "mass-generating"
instability in which a pair of gapless modes with opposite
chirality annihilate each other). In the integer QHE, there
are a number of edge modes, but all have the same chirality,
so the edge is stable. However, absolute stability (in the
sense that there is no backscattering process) can occur
even if the edge is not maximally chiral; in this Letter,
I characterize the criterion for this more precisely. The
property of edge stability also suggests a related stability
property for "bulk" QHE states.

Recently, it has been suggested by Kane, Fisher, and
Polchinski (KFP) [4] that when a "clean" Hall edge is not
maximally chiral, the quantization of the Hall conductance
generally breaks down (KFP also claim that, in certain
but not all —circumstances, "randomness at the edge"
drives a novel non-mass-generating instability that pre-
empts this). The coupling of non-maximally-chiral Lut-
tinger liquids to electromagnetic fields is examined here,
and, in contrast to [4], no breakdown of quantization of
the Hall conductance of clean edges is found.

The essential ingredient of the effective low-energy
theory of a quantum Hall state is a charged Abelian
Chem-Simons (CS) gauge field [5—7] that couples to both
the electromagnetic field and any other neutral degrees of
freedom of the theory. In a wide class of possible QHE
states (Abelian quantum Hall states), such as those of
the hierarchy theory [8,9], the neutral degrees of freedom
are also Abelian CS fields [10—13], and the Lagrangian
density is given by

2nd = e ~
~ h(ax, Ka„a„) + eAg(q, ck„a„)

where a~ is an n-component vector of Abelian CS gauge
fields, A„ is the electromagnetic gauge field, K is a

nonsingular integer coupling matrix (see, e.g. , [13]),q is
an integer vector, and (a, b) is the inner product. This
is a topological field theory (the Hamiltonian vanishes
identically).

We may take q to be a multiple qo of a primitive integer
vector (one where the components have no common
factor). In a basis that separates off the neutral CS fields,

K k Ko =() (2)

where Ko is a integer matrix of dimension n —1. Then
o H = ve /2h, with [10,13]

qp det Kp
2

v= qK q det IC
(3)

If the effective theory represents microscopic physics
where electrons are the only mobile particles, ko + qo
must be even, and Ko must be an even integer matrix,
which means that all its diagonal elements are even. The
structure of the theory is invariant under an equivalence
transformation K ~ WKWT, q ~ Wq, where W is an
integer matrix with

~
det W~ = 1 [10].

It will be useful to introduce the notion of the primitive
form of such a theory. If (K, q) is not in primitive form,
detK has a factor p ) 1, and the theory is related to
a primitive form [K,qj by an integer matrix W with
det W = p, so that K = WKW, q = Wq, and qo = qo.
The total flux N of the CS fields is f d2r V' x a; the
effective theory allows vortex defects of the CS fields
carrying Aux 2~n, with n an integer vector, which have
core energies determined by a Hamiltonian not specified
in (1). The electric charge Q is e(q, K 'n), and

~
detK~

classes of vortices may be characterized by the value of
K 'n modulo integer vectors. Vortices in the class where
this vanishes have conventional statistics and integral Q
in units qoe. The theory is in primitive form if this is
the only class with this property. The primitive form
of a theory is equivalent to a nonprimitive form with a
restriction on the allowed classes of vortices.

I now propose a definition of topological stability
(T stability): An Abelian quantum Hall theory is T
stable if and only if Kp does not represent zero This.
means that there is no nontrivial solution of the equation
(m, Kpm) = 0, or, equivalently, of (m, Km) = (q, m) =
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0. The physical idea motivating this is that if a theory is
not T stable, a pair of CS fields with opposite chirality
decouple from the others and do not contribute to the
QHE; backscattering between edge modes derived from
these fields can then drive a mass-generating instability.
A theory that is not T stable has a primitive form

(0 1 O') (01
K = 1 k 0 , q = qor , (4)(«K) kq)

where k = qor(mod2). This is because K can always be
written as a symmetric tridiagonal matrix with positive
off-diagonal elements, with K~~ = 0 if it represents zero
[14], and here q~

= 0 also. If the theory is in primitive
form, K~2 = 1. A multiple of the first basis vector ~1)
(with which K represents zero) can be added to ~3) so K23
vanishes, and to ~2) to reduce K22 to 0 or 1. Then det K' =
—detK, v = (q', K' 'q'), the signatures o.(K) and o.(K')
are the same, and (qo)' = qor' (r and r' integral).

At the edge of a region of incompressible Hall quid, or
more generally at the boundary between Hall fluids with
different AH, there must be a charge-non-conserving edge
current with an anomaly in its continuity equation,

B,p(x) + a,j(x) = tr"E, ,

where x is the coordinate along the edge, and o-0 =
(e2/h)Av is now the change in the Hall constant across
the edge. This compensates the jump in the Hall current
normal to the edge (E, is continuous, but the Hall constant
is not). The edge between Abelian Hall fluids is a
Luttinger liquid [2], also characterized by a iK, q) pair,
which is that of the bulk CS theory if the edge is between
a QHE state and a nonconducting region.

The Luttinger liquid is described in terms of n fields
p;(x), with equal-time commutation relations

potential parallel to the edge. The charge density operator
has the anomalous commutation relation [p(x), p(x')] =
ititrHB'(x —x'), which gives rise to the anomaly in the
continuity equation. The effective Hamiltonian is H =
HLL + f dx P p, where @(x) is the electrostatic potential,
and HLL = Hp + H~ is the harmonic effective Luttinger
liquid Hamiltonian,

1
Hp = 2' dx e;(x)D p;(x),

1
H] 4~ dx dx' V; (x, x')D, q;(x)D, q, (x'). (10)

6HLL
6Aj = — = gq;(cv;B;) + V;,D, p, ), (11)

and is not conserved if o. 4 0. In that case, it is also
possible to define a conserved but non-gauge-invariant
edge charge density and current by p'" = p + o. A,j'" = j + o.H p; only the full theory combining the chiral
Luttinger liquid with the CS fields of the bulk Hall Auids
is both gauge invariant and current conserving.

When diagonalized, HLL describes edge modes propa-
gating with velocities vz obtained by solution of the gen-
eralized real symmetric eigenvalue problem

Vu~ = v~K up,
—1 (12)

which has real eigen values and linearly independent
eigenvectors when V is positive definite. It is convenient
to define the orthogonal matrix 0 by

It will be convenient to consider the case where HLL
is translationally invariant, and long-range forces are
screened, so that e;(x) = htv, , constant, and V;, (x, x') =
AV;, B(x —x ), where V;, is a positive-definite matrix with
the dimensions of velocity.

The gauge-invariant edge current is

[p;(x), p, (x')] = i 7r[K;& sgn(x —x') + L;,], V'/ KV'( = OvdO", (13)
where L;, = sgn(i —j)(K;, + q;qI) is a Klein factor. Let
p be g; m;y;, where m is an integer vector. A set of
integrally charged, fermionic, or bosonic local fields are
given by

'P (x) =e ™[Q, W ] = eq(m)W, (7)

g q;K, 'D, p~, (8)

where D cp; is the covariant derivative (B,p; —q;eA, /h),
and A, (x) is the component of the electromagnetic vector

p =

with q(m) = (q, m). These local fields are also charac-
terized by the integer quadratic form K(m) = (m, Km)
where (—1)™= (—1) i~ ~, and are fermionic or
bosonic depending on whether K(m) is odd or even:

(x)%" (x') = (—l)~~ ~~~ ~'P (x') P (x) for x 4 x'
(the Klein factor ensures this when m 4 m').

The gauge-invariant electric charge density is

where vq is the diagonal matrix diag(vi, . . . , v„); note that
its signature is given by o.(vz) = o.(K).

Since the effective Hamiltonian is harmonic, it is
straightforward to compute the linear response of the
gauge-invariant edge charge density and current to
changes B@(x,t), BA, (x, t) in the electromagnetic po-
tentials (Kubo formula). In the thermodynamic limit,
B(j(x, t)) is given by

t cc

dx' o-"(x —x', t —t') BE,(x', t'), (14)

and B(p) is given by a similar expression with a kernel
o.H(x, t), where (independent of temperature)

2
o' (x, t) = —g(ax) B(x —vpt),

2
o- (x, t) = —g(ag) v~ 'B(x —vent),
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with az = p; q;(V'j 0);x. Then o (x, O) = oH6(x)
and o "(x,O) = yo6(x) where yo = (e /h) (q, Vq) is
the Drude weight, which characterizes the commutation
relation [p(x), j(x')] = ihypB'(x —x').

Now consider

dt rr" (x, t) = G + 2
o. sgn(x), (16)

where G = 2(e2/h) (q, A 'q) and

V'j AV'j = Ol»IO, (17)

I»l —= diag(l» I, . . . , Iv„l). when ~" = 0, G is
the conductance [15]: In steady state, a uniform current
6{j) = G f dx BE,(x) flows in response to an applied
potential drop along the system. This is not so when
o H 4 0, because of the anomaly (5) which does not per
mit a uniform steady state c-urrent unless 6E, vanishes:
Hall currents flow onto the boundary and build up a charge
distribution that cancels the externally applied electric
field, so that the total field 6E, [which is what enters in

the Kubo formula (14)] vanishes in steady state. Thus the
Hall edge adjusts itself to lie along an equipotential, and
the steady-state gauge-invariant current 6{j) vanishes.
The conserved but non-gauge-invariant current is then
constant, and given by 6{j"') = o. 6$, as expected.

As a formal quantity, t satisfies the inequality G ~
2 lo.HI, which is an equality when ax is only nonzero for
modes A of one chirality. In general, G depends on V and
is nonuniversal; however, the following analysis shows
that G does not affect the Hall conductance.

The expression (11) is not valid at points x; where
currents Bi; flow onto the Hall edge through tunneling
contacts, in the absence of a microscopic description of
the contacts, a Kubo formula for 6{j(x, t)) can only be
used when x 4 x,]. In steady state, the contact points
x, are the only places that give nonzero contributions
—6V; to f dx BE, The Kubo . formula gives Bi; =
Bj(x,+) —Bj(x; ) = oHBV; independent of G. Note that
6V; is the potential jump across the contact along the
Hall edge, not the potential difference between the edge
and the reservoir from which the tunneling current is
drawn, and does not allow the terminal conductance
of the contact to be deduced If xi ~ .x2 ( x3 ( x4,
and a measured current 6i Bows onto the edge at x1,
and off it at x3, a potentiometer (drawing no current)
connected between x2 and x4 will measure a quantized
Hall conductance Bi/6V24 = o. . This analysis assumes
that the separation between contacts (and perhaps their
size) is large compared to the short-distance cutoff scale
above which the effective Luttinger liquid theory is valid.

The scaling dimension of the field W is defined by the
multiplicative renormalization when it is normal ordered
with respect to the ground state of HLL. If periodic
boundary conditions on a length I are imposed, : tII'

(L/g)™'Ii,where A(m) =
2 (m, Am) (g is a short-

distance cutoff). From (13) and (17), A(m) ~
~ IK(m)l.

Now consider stability of the Luttinger liquid with
respect to perturbations of the form

dx [t(x)% (x) + t (x)% (x)]. (18)

Three cases can be considered: (a) clean case, t(x) =
lt(x)l exp[in(x)] where lt(x)l and c) n(x) are constant; (b)
random case, they vary randomly, with (lt(x) I ) finite; and

(c) local case, lt(x) I vanishes except near a point xo.
Clearly W must be bosonic and charge conserving,

with q(m) = 0 and even K(m). In the interaction picture,
the vacuum amplitude

U(L, T) = (OIT, exp ih— dt H'(t) IO) (19)

can be expanded in powers of t(x),

dt; A((x;, t;, s;)), (20)

where (x;, t;) are the space-time coordinates of a s; = ~1
tunneling event (or "instanton") at which W acts,
with g; s; = 0. The amplitude A is a product of a
one event fac-tor [];A I (x;, s;) and a two event fac-tor

PI(j A ( 2jxit&j sij)& wltll xij xi xj& t&j't/ tJy aild
s 'j = s 'sj ~ Here Ai [lt{x;)I/h] «p[is, n (x;)],
n(x) = n(x) —Qo(m)x, with Qo(m) = {Olij,p IO) and

A2 =
—gg(m)s;j

Id(x;j vx t j )

gsgn(vx)
(21)

where I1x {m) = lvxl[OrV 'j (mmr) V 'j O]xx ~ 0,
with gx gx(m) = 2iIi(m) and gx I1x(m)sgn(vq) = K(m);
ld(x;, —

vent;, )I )) g, where d(x) —= (L/m) sin(7rx/L), is
assumed in (21).

Perturbations with K = 0 are mass generating when
relevant (the sine-Gordon model is a familiar example).
In the clean case, the complex phase of the factor A]
prevents relevance of H' unless Qo = B,n. For relevance,
A2 requires the scaling dimension 5 to be sufficiently
small. The critical values of 5 follow from the behavior

3of (20) if L and T are rescaled: 5 ( 2 (clean case), iIi ( 2

(random case), and 5 ~ 1 (local case) [16,17].
When the K = 0 perturbation is relevant, the pair of

modes that "split off" in (4) become a massive degree
of freedom that is removed from the low-energy theory.
The physical significance of the condition K = 0 is that it
implies [R,q (x), V (x')] = 0. When the perturbation
is relevant, the phase gradient B,.p becomes rigidly
locked to the value 8 n at large length scales. In the
random case, rigidity occurs in finite domains separated
by pinned "domain walls" (solitons), and in the local case,
occurs only near xo. This rigidity can only develop if the
perturbation commutes with the phase gradient.

The only other perturbations that could be relevant
(6 ( 2) have Ils. I

= 2, but are not mass generating; KFP
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[4] argue that, in the random case, a ~K~ = 2 perturbation
with 5 ( 2 renormalizes V so 5 1, its minimum value.
KFP's arguments seem based in part on the familiar
renormalization group (RG) treatment of the K = 0 case,
but the clean ~K~ = 2 case [18] seems to behave very
differently, raising doubts about such analogies.

If a (primitive) m with K(m) = q(m) = 0 exists, the
stability of the Luttinger liquid depends on the nonuni-
versal Hamiltonian coupling matrix V, which determines
A(m). On the other hand, if the matrix Ko does not rep
resent zero, the edge is absolutely stable (T stable), inde-
pendent of V. If K is a definite matrix [~o.(K)~ = n], the
edge is maximally chiral and T stable. This is sufficient
but not necessary: the condition given here characterizes
T stability in its most general form.

Clearly, if Ko is definite, T stability is present, as in
the case of the v = 2/3 edge considered in [4]. If Kp is
indefinite (but o. 4 0, so it is nonsingular), its dimension
no = n —1 ~ 2. If no = 2, the system is T stable if and
only if —det Ko is not a perfect square [14]. On the other
hand, if no ) 4, an indefinite Ko always represents zero
[14]. If no is 3 or 4, an indefinite Ko does not represent
zero if it fails to represent zero "p-adically" [14] when

p is 2, or any odd prime factor of detKD., this property
depends on the rational equivalence class of Ko, and can
be quickly tested by a finite calculation without searching
for a vector I with which Ko represents zero.

The formalism presented here allows the analysis of the
edge between Abelian Hall states [K",q"j and [Ke, qe).
The first step is to form the direct sum K = K" e (—K ),
q = q e q, and reduce the edge theory to a primitive
form. At an edge between Abelian Hall states with the
same Hall constant, the Luttinger liquid has o- = 0, and
K can be put into the form (4), with q' = 0. A gap for
making charged excitations can open, leaving a residual
neutral gapless Luttinger liquid. A RG treatment of the
instabilities at edges between various Abelian Hall states
will be presented elsewhere [18].

The parameters V of the Luttinger liquid that determine
A(m) are determined by the internal structure of the
edge, and can change through nonlinear deformations. It
is tempting to speculate that if an edge can exhibit an

instability that reduces the number of edge modes, it will
relax so that the instability occurs, so only a T-stable edge
is robust. Since T-stable theories are so stable, it seems
natural to conjecture that only Abelian Hall states with this

property occur in nature.
In the hierarchy theory, qo = 1, and Ko can be rep-

resented [8,10] as a tridiagonal matrix with off-diagonal
elements all taking the value 1, and diagonal elements

(pi, p2, . . . , p„ i), where p; are nonzero even integers. At
each level of the hierarchy, the most stable condensates of

quasiparticles correspond to
~ p; ~

= 2, and are stabilized by
contact repulsion (these may be called the principal daugh-
ter states).

The T-stability condition can now be applied to de-
termine the allowed signs that the p; can have. First,
~(2, 2, 2, . . .) represents the diagonal elements when Ko
is definite. When it is indefinite, ~(2, —2) is stable; for
n —1 ) 2 the test [14] shows that the only T-stable case
is + (2, —2, 2). In the hierarchy theory, these correspond
to states with v = ko -+

5 and ko ~ —,2, with ko odd.
—

1
—2

1 I

Thus in the range 3
~ v ( 2, the only topologically sta-

ble families of spin-polarized (or one-component) hier-
archy states with principal descendants are the familiar

1 2 3 4 5
infinite-length sequence (3, 5, 7, 9, —„,. . .) and the length-4

1 2 5 12
sequence (3, ~, —,3, ~, ). Observation of the finite sequence
would test the idea that the physically realized states are
restricted to topologically stable (and usually) principal
sequences of hierarchy states.
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